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Absolutely terrible "game". And I say "game" because it was created using Game Guru, a drag-and-drop game maker. I froze on
the first loading screen and ended up having to use the .exe to even start playing. I was met with laughable level design, Google
translate letters, objects that glitched all over the place, a character who casually walks over EVERYTHING (including huge
cabinets), and the silliest storyline imaginable. Thankfully it's all over with in just under 45 minutes.

Bottom line is this: Don't bother wasting your time or money. Just don't.

(For those who wish to see a 60 second video review I did of the game, see below)

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=648414801. Wandering Stars is a gem of a puzzle game that deserves
far more attention than it has received. It takes a hard-to-intuit game mechanic (orbital mechanics) and finds all sorts of potential
in it. An hour or two of play may be needed to gain an instinct for the movements (unless you're an astrophysicist who thinks about
eccentricity and plane changes over your coffee), but this is a learning curve worth climbing. The nine chapters each introduce a
new element, but the twists are generally simpler than the core orbital physics, so each comes a welcome change of pace, not as a
return to square one. Within each chapter, the levels are intuitively sequenced in ascending difficulty, and the difference in
difficulty between passing a level and perfecting that level is excellently calibrated.

The graphics are beautiful. The scripted text is funny enough (usually), and even when it's a bit lame, it's brief. The only thing this
game really lacks is a pause or slow-motion mode; some levels have so many moving bodies that it can be hard to mentally absorb
everything important in real time. It's a tiny flaw in an otherwise impeccably developed game.. Very good DLC. Historically
accurate locations and tribes. Many hours of Gamepplay! Worth buying.. Quell Zen is a very relaxing and calm puzzle game that
starts out easy and gets harder and harder with every level. There are 192 levels in total which means you will be busy for quite a
while.

The general mechanic of this game is that you control a raindrop that, when you press a direction, constantly travels until it hits a
wall or obstacle - similar to ice puzzles in many other games. The puzzles themselves are fun and constantly introduce new elements
like teleporters, spikes, crystals and more - variety is certainly a strong point of Quell Zen while still never straying too far from its
roots.

Something to note about this game is the extremely amazing music. If the backgrounds and the general feel of the game (that are
very japanese in design) aren't yet "zen" enough for you, the music will do the rest. I grew up with the classics and heard plenty of
amazing video game music in my life - but whoever composed the music for this game needs to be paid much more than they
currently get. It sounds amazing, is relaxing, peaceful and fits the mood of the game incredibly well. It draws you in and relaxes
you - "Zen" indeed.

If you are looking for a relaxing experience that still teases your brain a lot, look no further. Quell Zen is a great puzzle game with
plenty to do. It is visually pleasing, contains many puzzling elements and includes absolutely amazing music. Highly recommended!
. They say "40-50 hours of content".
I'd say they lied.

Nene best waifu.. Probably the best FTL successor so far.. So much fun and always more being added! I love this game
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New Review:
So I tried again as the dev said most problems were already solved!
-If you chose "VIVE" in the controls as your gamepad, it won't work. You have to use "controller right hand" or it doesn't work
on vive?
-The level chosing menu\/ennemy\/car garage is utterly confusing. Trigger doesn't work to select 80% of the time
-Once I was inside of the game, it was functionnal for a good 30 seconds then the wheel started turning to the left and I couldn't
do anything else
-I think I saw one zombie somewhere.

The dash boards and my game detects my VIVE properly so it's NOT an user-side problem afaik.
Maybe those problems won't happen for a lot of people but as far as I'm concerned it's offputing.

Old Review:

Whaaat?

-On VIVE, the trigger is used to fire and to accelerate.
-The game crashed 3 times before I was able to go past the menu
-Talking about the menus, you can barely navigate them.
-Why do I have to be floating over the ground in the garage? OVR outputs the floor position and my HMD height. Is it too hard
to just put it at the right height?
-For what little I played the game, the car feels huge and there wasn't that many zombies around

Overall, the idea is cool, the realisation not so much. And it start to feel like a recurring theme in VR games..... great game
perfect for my gcses next year but a bit of mouce lag still a great buy for 3 pounds. WHERE IS THE UNION PACIFIC GAS
TURBINE?.. I'll be frank, i am stinn unsure to thumb up or down.
The game is fun to play, atleast untill you start finding a lot of stuff repetetive.
Beam down, hope mechs kill and don't get killed run to find loot and go to next area. If mechs killed: continue running untill you
reach portal and beam out.
It was fun at first but as i said, the missions seems a lot alike, the most profitable think you do is take over enemy ships.
Using stat increasing items might have a bad effect in about 1\/5 chance
Still have NO idea what the stats does except health.
Some missions are broken (Supposed to enter planet but it says you alreaddy have done it)
At one point you get the option to rework a space station for some money. He said i could check the progress anytime. about 2~
hours later i have no idea what it did. (It also came as 2 quests, one for goverment to save hosteges in a space station, but you
cant find\/save the hosteges? breaks that quest, and a second one reuse the facility which you finish but never hear of again.
The only reason i thumbs up it now is because i have the hope they will fix it and make more content.. I personally love these
packs as they add a fun little visual element to the game. Though saddly they seem to miss out on their ture potential by how
limited they are. This one for example dose this with the Nubian and Somali units being applied to only one nation each (not
even by far the major nations of those groups, Funj is a major power in its area but only if you start the game after its founding)
even though there are around 4 Nubian nations and about 6-7 Somali nations.

The skins for the North African states are like this as well as they are limited one nations each (Ture this time at least two are on
the major nations of that culture, but one is limited to a nation that if you start from the begining of the game will likely never
show up) even though many other nations share those cultures. As well two of them depict members of those cultures as black
skinned instead of Arabic. Funnier still those smaller Tunisian nations who dont get their culture's skin were more likely to have
this dark skin that the game makers have given the custom skin.

I'd also like to end this on that I am happy that the new update has expanded out Africa, but upset that Kongo was left out of any
new skins in this DLC dispite its own unique place in history.. Very charming little platformer. I spent hours roaming the world
of the game, getting all the achievements, and finding all the numerous secrets it hides.
I learnt about the game on Twitch where the developer (very cool guy) worked on the game live, which is very interesting to
watch.
There's a scoreboard for the fastest completion time. I have the record at the time of this writing. Try to beat me!. Being a Celtic
is badass... so this is cool
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Paying for nations that should have been released with the original game and not as DLC ... is stupid

Its a conflict. So I will rate it positive to give it credit for being a fun element. But CA should not be doing this to us
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